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About This Game

This game lets you try on the role of a Supernatural Newspaper Agency boss and editor. The world it takes place in is a dark and
haunted one, with ghosts, zombies, monsters and even shapeshifting murderers, pretending to be human after they have stolen

their victims' bodies or infiltrated the humanity. It was inspired heavily by the works of H.P.Lovecraft and it builds on the
atmosphere of uncertainty and noir of the 1940s.

Send your sextet of weathered journalists, detectives and occult specialists to investigate murder, affair, and horror in the Town.

Each time, the story will be different. Sometimes, a werewolf is shredding innocent (and less innocent) victims to pieces and it
is your task to unmask the creature. Other times, it will be a body stealing alien from outer space, a mummy that some

misfortunate archeologist has excavated and is now haunting them. Perhaps it will be Jack the Ripper, still mysteriously alive
and lurking in the streets at night.
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Or maybe there is a really bad big tentacled monster hidden in the cellar of the University?

It is for you to find out and entertain your readers while bravely standing up against ancient evil.
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One of the best music dlc I've ever bought. It really makes your adrenaline rush.. I played the first chapter for free, and got
hooked on the story. But I assumed it was short because it was free. I bought the second chapter, though, and it is as short as the
first! I really don't feel like there is a lot of value for the money here.. Quite an entretaining game. Good for the times you want
to have a little challenge and distract for a while.
I really enjoyed the game and I would reccomend it for relaxing and having a good time. Though some parts are a bit hard to
pass it is a really good game overall.. A fairly solid, but basic point and click adventure that will last you around an hour or so.
Nothing too scary to speak of really, just simple gameplay paired with some really nice looking visuals.
The story is also... Odd. Take it or leave it.

For the price, I'd recommend this one.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ZsBMJjZ8uOI. Technologywise better than the other equivalents. Graphics, controller
support, dynamic split screen co-op gameplay, graphics, combat system, musics, user experience.... This one definetely pulls the
limits of rpg genre higher. Pro job. Thank you.. Hopefully your next game is a bit longer. Looking forward to solving the case of
the invisible wizard.. it doen't make any sense at first but I go the hands of it.
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This is a pretty fun shmup games. Reminds me alot of R-type and gradius games. One thing that I would like to be aded in the
game is the powerups and recharging my shield.. come for the anime (no pun intended), stay for the fun gameplay.. This game
definitely isn't what I expected, going into it. I overall enjoyed it quite a bit, but while the aesthetics and introduction might
make you think you're playing something along the lines of Fate/stay night, this is really much more Steampunk Doctor Who.
The visual novel primarily plays out from the point of Neon Scalar, a relatively normal girl; that said, the description's
suggestion that Tesla is the main character isn't really wrong. But he's also the kind of protagonist best viewed through the eyes
of another. That is to say, the sort who is both extremely powerful and extremely eccentric.

 If you're looking for an epic clash of powers along the lines of Fate/stay night, then this might not be the game you want to
play. On the other hand, if you want to come along on the journey of a hero crazy enough to save even his bitter enemies, an
eccentric genius with the power of lightning itself.... Well, you'll probably enjoy Gahkthun of the Golden Lightning. There’s no
question of the Whovian influences on the game and its characters, but they still stand out in their own right even once one
realizes where the inspiration is drawn from. And overall, the cast of characters is the game’s strongest point—arguably its main
point. Beneath the steam mecha and golden lightning, this is essentially a character driven story revolving around the Academia
and hearts of the some of its 100,000 students.. Super ♥♥♥♥♥♥. You need to click and combine items on the EXACT pixel
for things to work as intended.
They've filled the game with a lot of "videos" which are nothing more than comic strips, to make it seem like it's longer than it
really is.
Some puzzles are reeeeeeally easy and there are a few which doesn't really make much sense.

Not recommending this game - not even when it's on sale.. Deadbeat Heroes is a Top-down viewed,beat'em up game with a
superhero themed story line.

Well...this game is pretty good.The graphics and sounds are like from a comic book,this is really fit to the game.The controlls
are not that difficult,but I recommend playing this with controller.The plot is kinda forgetable,atleast gives you a reason to kick
some♥♥♥♥♥

What I really liked about this game,is the obtainable abilities (if you defeat a boss,you get his/her ability).This can make a big
variance through the game,you have to use all of them to finish a level.

There are some problems with the game:
- The first is the difficulty.I like difficult games,and in this game it scales really nice,but the end...I'm not gonna lie,at the last 4
maps,I wasted 2 hours to beat it.
- The other big problem,is the length of the game.You can actually beat it in 4 hours,if you are really good in this kind of
games.I think the developers should have made more maps for the game,or atleast make more content.
- There is no online multiplayer,only local coop

This is a really funny,challanging game,but 15 $ is too much for it in my opinion,so I recommend to buy this when it's on sale..
Just started playing. Does not look too bad maxed out and so far fun to play. No way to get the online achievements as online is
dead. Utter ripoff price on steam but if you can get in bundle for $1, like I did, then well worth it :)
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